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“Two Palestinians were killed in Syria…The Yarmouk Camp 

is without Water for Two Days” 

 

 
   

 

 Finding a bomb near the entrance of Al Aedin camp in Hama. 

 Bombing targets the vicinity of Khan Al Shaih camp in Damascus 

city. 

 Arresting a relief activist from the residents of Al Aedin camp in 

Homs. 

 The security situation tension in Lebanon has a negative impact on 

the Palestinian Syrian refugees in Lebanon. 
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Victims 

The refugee Basel Khalid Younis from Jermana camp in Damascus city 

and Wesam Kanan were killed in separate situations due to the war in 

Syria. It is referred that Kanan was fighting beside the Syrian Regular 

Army. The number of the Palestinian refugees’ victims since the 

beginning of the war in Syria till yesterday is 2485 refugees, according 

the documented statistics of the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria. 

The Group documented that 969 Palestinian refugees were killed due to 

the direct bombing on their camps. 

 
Wesam Kanan 

Recent Updates 

The residents of the Yarmouk camp suffer of a complete drinking water 

cut for the second day respectively. The Action Group’s correspondent 

insures that water is still cut all over the camp since two days because of 

the stop of bringing water through the water networks from the 

surrounding areas in addition to the continuation for the power cut for 

more than a year. Activists assured that the camp is about a 

humanitarian disaster especially because of the water crises which 

started this summer, amid fears from the spread of diseases. 

It is worth to mention that some relief organizations provide the residents 

water through the mobile water tanks in order to alleviate the impacts of 
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water cut. In the same context, the strict siege of the Yarmouk camp by 

the Regular Army and the PFGC enters the 418 day where the 

checkpoints prevent the entry of any basic or medical materials which 

resulted in health and living crisis and 154 Palestinian refugee victims. 

On the other hand, the Action Group got news about that the residents 

found a bomb on the main entrance of Al Aedin camp in Hama yesterday 

where it was dismantled by the Regular Army Engineering Unit.  

 
Al Aedin camp in Hama  

Khan Al Shaih camp for Palestinian refugees’ in Damascus city was 

exposed for a night bombing for the closed farms with a number of shells 

which were heard clearly inside the camp. The surrounding areas are 

exposed to daily bombing and it always lead to roads cut that connect the 

camp with the surrounding areas. 

In Homs, the militants of the Regular Army Tadmour Crossing checkpoint 

on the southern entrance of Homs arrested yesterday the relief activist 

Taha Al Abed from Al Aedin camp in Homs where he was working in the 

camp center for providing relief and he was transferred to the main 

stores for relief in Husaiya since a week. Taha is about 30 years old and 

from Al Nasera in Palestine. The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

documented statistics refer to that the number of the Palestinian refugees 

,who are detained in the Syrian Regime prisons, are 730 refugees since 

the ongoing conflict in Syria till the end of August 2014. 
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In Lebanon, the Palestinian Syrian refugees live in a worry state due to of 

the security tensions because someone from the Syrian Opposition has 

executed a Lebanese soldier which made huge discrimination actions 

against the Syrian refugees in Lebanon that negatively impact the 

Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon. These causes prompt them to think to 

leave Lebanon but the closing of all the world doors in their faces let 

them not to leave. Jordan, Iraq, Turkey and Golf Countries prevent the 

entry of the Palestinians of Syria to enter their lands but under some 

difficult conditions which are not applied on them specially those 

conditions of having a long period residency of Arabic or Western stable 

countries. 


